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Review Divestment Proposals, and Take Necessary Actions 
 
POSSIBLE ACTION 
 
The Governance Committee may choose to recommend that the Board of Regents 
convene an Advisory Committee on Socially Responsible Investing as described 
below. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The University of Washington Advisory Committee on Socially Responsible 
Investing (ACSRI) is the result of many years of discussion about divestment and 
ethical investing. Following discussions of socially responsible investing in June 
2016 (https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-
content/uploads/sites/12/2018/07/23172939/2016-06-B-4.pdf) and of an advisory 
committee and divestment guideline in February 2017 (https://s3-us-west-
2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-
content/uploads/sites/12/2018/07/23172554/2017-02-G-3.pdf), the ACSRI was 
established in March 2017 (https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-
content/uploads/sites/12/2018/07/23172508/2017-03-B-2.pdf) as a standing 
advisory committee to the Board of Regents. In July 2019 (https://s3-us-west-
2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2019/07/11160748/07-
2019-G-1.pdf) the committee was reestablished as a temporary body convened in 
response to divestment proposals submitted to the Board that the Governance 
Committee has judged to meet the criteria described in Board of Regents 
Governance, Standing Orders, Chapter 4: 
http://www.washington.edu/admin/rules/policies/BRG/SOCh4.html#1G. 
 
UWINCO 
 
The Board of Regents has delegated the management of the University’s 
investments to the University of Washington Internal Investment Company 
(UWINCO), through its Finance and Asset Management Committee and in 
accordance with policy guidelines set by the Board, as provided in the Standing 
Orders, Chapter4: 
http://www.washington.edu/admin/rules/policies/BRG/SOCh4.html#1D. 
UWINCO’s aim is to support the University of Washington’s teaching, research, 
and clinical missions by maximizing the return on donated funds. 
 
Regent Policy No. 1 provides that “[t]he primary mission of the University of 
Washington is the preservation, advancement, and dissemination of knowledge.” 

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2018/07/23172939/2016-06-B-4.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2018/07/23172939/2016-06-B-4.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2018/07/23172554/2017-02-G-3.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2018/07/23172554/2017-02-G-3.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2018/07/23172554/2017-02-G-3.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2018/07/23172508/2017-03-B-2.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2018/07/23172508/2017-03-B-2.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2019/07/11160748/07-2019-G-1.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2019/07/11160748/07-2019-G-1.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2019/07/11160748/07-2019-G-1.pdf
http://www.washington.edu/admin/rules/policies/BRG/SOCh4.html#1G
http://www.washington.edu/admin/rules/policies/BRG/SOCh4.html#1D
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The full policy can be found at: 
http://www.washington.edu/admin/rules/policies/BRG/RP1.html. 
 
The ACSRI 
 
The Board of Regents has delegated evaluation of proposals to divest from 
publicly traded companies to the ACSRI, through its Governance Committee on 
the basis of the guidelines contained in the Standing Orders, Chapter 4: 
http://www.washington.edu/admin/rules/policies/BRG/SOCh4.html#1G. 
 
Procedure 
 
Per the Standing Orders, proposals to divest will first be evaluated by the 
Governance Committee, on the advice of the staff from the Board Office and the 
Office of the President. Proposals must reflect the following criteria: 

• “The actions or inactions of the company or companies are deemed 
‘morally reprehensible,’ and: 

o The divestiture will likely have a meaningful impact toward 
correcting the specified social harm and will not result in 
disproportionate, offsetting societal consequences; or 

o The company contributes to harm so grave that it would be 
inconsistent with the goals and principles of the University. 

• Divestment is seen to be more viable and appropriate than ongoing 
shareholder engagement. 

• The requested action is not likely to impair the University's capacity to 
carry out its educational mission (for example, by causing deep divisions 
within the University community). 

• There is a broad and continuing base of support within the University 
community including students, faculty, alumni, and staff who believe that 
action is warranted. Evidence of support may include the following: 

o Endorsement from the Associated Students of the University of 
Washington (ASUW); 

o Endorsement from the Graduate and Professional Student Senate 
(GPSS); 

o Endorsement from the Faculty Senate; 
o Endorsements from the Associated Students of the University of 

Washington, Bothell and the Associated Students of the University 
of Washington, Tacoma; 

o General petitions signed by students, faculty, alumni, and staff of 
the University; and 

o Endorsements from Registered Student Organizations (RSOs).” 

http://www.washington.edu/admin/rules/policies/BRG/RP1.html
http://www.washington.edu/admin/rules/policies/BRG/SOCh4.html#1G
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If the Governance Committee deems a proposal sufficient to convene an ACSRI, 
staff will convene an ACSRI. The ACSRI will advise the Board on the moral 
qualities of a particular investment. The Finance Office will advise the Board on 
the financial consequences of proposed divestment. The Board will then decide 
whether to divest, to engage in shareholder activism, or to dismiss the proposal to 
divest. The final decision belongs to the Board through the full statutory authority 
granted by RCW 28B.20.130: 
https://apps.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=28B.20.130. 
 
 
Attachments 

1. Divestment Proposal dated January 14, 2020 
2. Email 1 from Carrie Matthews dated January 14, 2020 
3. Email 2 from Carrie Matthews dated January 14, 2020 

https://apps.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=28B.20.130
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Board of Regents

From: Wufoo <no-reply@wufoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2020 11:20 AM
To: Board of Regents
Subject: Divestment Proposal Form [#1]

Divestment Proposal Form  #1  
Your Name *  Carrie Matthews 

Relationship 

to the 

University of 

Washington 

*  

Faculty Member 

Email *  crmatthews2015@gmail.com 

Telephone 

number *  

 

Explain 

which 

group(s) you 

represent 

formally, 

and link to 

the group's 

website, if 

possible. *  

I am a faculty member in the UW Seattle English Department and member of the UW Faculty Forward (SEIU 

925) Steering Committee. See http://www.seiu925.org/ and https://www.uwfacultyforward.org/ 

 

While I am submitting the form, it is the culmination of months of collaboration led by SEIU 925 in 

conjunction with the national organization Color of Change, the Private Equity Stakeholder Project, the 

UW chapter of University Students Against Sweatshops (USAS), Students for Educational Justice (SEJ), WFSE 

1488, and UAW 4121. These groups are all co-signers. 

Requested 

Action, i.e. 

Do you ask 

the Board to 

consider 

divestiture 

from a 

We ask that the University of Washington Endowment  

 

(1) Not invest additional capital with Endeavour Capital (for example in Endeavour Capital Fund VI) while 

it maintains its investment in Aladdin Bail Bonds (Triton Holdings LLC) and/or Seaview Insurance. 

 

(2) Divest from Endeavour Capital Fund VI, which owns Aladdin Bail Bonds (Triton Holdings LLC) and 

Seaview Insurance. 
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particular 

investment 

or sector of 

investments? 

Do you ask 

the Board to 

consider 

shareholder 

activism? *  

Explain how your request aligns with the Board's guidelines as described above, namely: 

1. How are the actions or inactions of the company or companies "morally reprehensible?" 

2. How will the proposed divestiture have a meaningful impact toward correcting the specified social harm without 

disproportionate, offsetting societal consequences? 

3. How is the harm caused by the company or companies inconsistent with the mission of the University, as enunciated 

by the Board? 

4. Why is divestment more viable and appropriate than ongoing shareholder engagement? 

5. Demonstrate how the proposed divestiture will not impair the University's capacity to carry out its educational 

mission, whether by financial harm or by creating deep divisions within the University Community? 

6. IMPORTANT: Demonstrate broad and continuing support for the proposed action from students, the faculty, alumni, 

and staff. Please attach in one pdf file evidence such as: 

-- endorsements, resolutions, or Class C legislation from the ASUW, GPSS, Faculty Senate, ASUW Bothell, ASUW Tacoma; 

-- general petitions from students, faculty members, alumni and staff; and 

-- endorsements from Registered Student Organizations. *  

1. How are the actions or inactions of the company or companies "morally reprehensible?" 

 

Endeavour Capital owns Aladdin Bail Bonds, the largest bail bond company in the US, and Seaview Insurance, a related 

bail insurer. 

 

Every year in the United States, millions of people are forced to pay cash bail after their arrest or face incarceration 

before trial. This is despite the fact that they are presumed innocent and have not been convicted of a crime. To avoid 

being incarcerated while their cases go through the courts—which can sometimes take months or even years—people 

who cannot afford bail must pay a non-refundable fee to a for-profit bail bonds company to borrow the required bail 

amount. The financial burden of this fee harms individuals, it harms families, and it disproportionately affects 

communities of color and poverty. 
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In addition, Endeavour Capital have spent heavily to push back on efforts to reform the bail system. For example, 

following California’s adoption of a law which would eliminate for-profit bail, affiliates of Endeavour Capital have 

contributed nearly a million dollars to a political committee seeking to roll back the law by referendum. 

 

 

2. How will the proposed divestiture have a meaningful impact toward correcting the specified social harm without 

disproportionate, offsetting societal consequences? 

 

There has been a growing bipartisan movement to end for-profit bail with the growing number of states seeking 

replace for-profit bail with alternatives that do not keep people incarcerated simply because they are poor. Yet deep-

pocketed companies like Endeavour Capital that benefit from the for-profit bail system have spent heavily to keep the 

system in place. In California, for example, affiliates of Endeavour Capital have spent nearly a million dollars in support 

of a referendum to overturn the state’s recent bail reform law.  

 

By cutting off additional investment to Endeavour Capital, the University of Washington will send the message that the 

University does not want its endowment spent opposing bail reform and criminal justice reform around the country. 

 

 

3. How is the harm caused by the company or companies inconsistent with the mission of the University, as enunciated 

by the Board? 

 

The University of Washington claims “Being public” as one of its core values in the UW Vision and Values statement and 

notes, “As a public university we are deeply committed to serving all our citizens” (See 

https://www.washington.edu/about/visionvalues) 

 

The UW also claims it is “Driving the public good” and asserts  

As one of the world’s leading public universities, our mission is to promote equity and social mobility through the 

education of our students, community partnerships and life-changing research. We fuel community initiatives, 

providing a forum for ideas, ideals and actions that impact the greater, global good. We’re dedicated to leading the 

public dialogue as promoters of positive change through policies and programs that advance global health, equity and 

diversity, and economic growth. (See https://www.washington.edu/brand/campaign-101/) 

 

In profiting off of the U.S. cash bail system, UW reinforces rather than alleviates systemic inequities. Put simply, cash 
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bail in the U.S. functions such that people with wealth can continue their lives while charged with a criminal offense 

while everyone else suffers loss of liberty and livelihood, and removal from family and community even while technically 

“presumed innocent.” UW is literally profiting off the backs of our state’s and our nation’s poor. 

 

Perhaps most startling, UW has a Race and Equity Initiative that aims to “combat the racism and inequities, both 

individual and institutional, that persist here and throughout our society.” (See 

https://www.washington.edu/raceequity/) Yet the University of Washington is in fact helping to prop up the systemic 

racism of the U.S. criminal legal system. Washington state’s population is 4% African American, but 18% of incarcerated 

people in WA are Black. Nationally, one in eighteen Black women and one in three Black men are incarcerated at some 

point in their lives. Per 100,000 residents, Washington incarcerates 228 white folks and 1,272 Black people. (See the 

Sentencing Project data at https://www.sentencingproject.org/publications/color-of-justice-racial-and-ethnic-

disparity-in-state-prisons/) 

 

In investing endowment funds with Endeavor Capital, the message UW sends to historically marginalized and 

increasingly criminalized people who aren’t rich is “Our purported commitments to being truly public, to addressing 

systemic inequities, and to undoing racism are largely marketing language. We are quite happy to profit off the 

criminalization and suffering of individuals and communities largely excluded from our campus community.”  

 

 

4. Why is divestment more viable and appropriate than ongoing shareholder engagement? 

 

A number of organizations, including the American Civil Liberties Union, Color of Change, the Private Equity 

Stakeholder Project, and the American Federation of Teachers have sought to engage Endeavour Capital about its 

investment in Aladdin Bail Bonds for more than a year. 

 

Throughout this attempted engagement, Endeavour has been unwilling to discuss exiting its investment in Aladdin Bail 

Bonds, has taken no steps to mitigate the harm caused by the company, and has spent nearly a million dollars to roll 

back California’s recently adopted bail reform law. 

 

 

5. Demonstrate how the proposed divestiture will not impair the University's capacity to carry out its educational 

mission, whether by financial harm or by creating deep divisions within the University Community? 
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Not investing the University of Washington Endowment in future Endeavour Capital funds may be financially beneficial 

to the University. 

 

Endeavour Capital’s funds have underperformed their peers. Endeavour Capital’s last three funds, Endeavour Capital 

Funds V, VI, and VII, rank in the third and fourth quartile relative to peers based on the Pitchbook and Cambridge 

Associates benchmarks. 

 

6. Support 

 

See the list of co-signers. This request comes after months of working together collaboratively.  

Attach a File   

Please 

include any 

additional 

statements 

in this field 

and attach 

any other 

supporting 

documents 

in a single 

pdf file.  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2018/10/29/petition-drive-backed-by-private-equity-

company-pays-signature-overturn-californias-new-law-ending-cash-bail/  

Attach a File   

Created  
14 Jan 2020 

10:01:09 AM PUBLIC  
97.126.66.189  

IP Address  
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Board of Regents

From: Carrie Matthews <crmatthews2015@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2020 10:41 AM
To: Board of Regents
Cc: Jim Baker
Subject: UW Regents Question

Hi Tyler, and Jim-- 
 
Tyler, I'm getting in touch because Jim mentioned that you might be kind enough to respond to this query. I'm a 
UW Seattle faculty member (English) and UW Faculty Forward member, and I just submitted a divestment 
request form to the UW Advisory Committee on Socially Responsible Investing. The request was based on 
collaborative work led by Jim and others. 
 
I didn't receive any sort of confirmation or email after submitting the form, so I'm writing in part to ask if there's 
a way to make sure the form went through. But I'm also emailing because another supporting document just 
came out (thanks, Jim!), and I wonder if there is any way to update the form to include it? Here's the link: 
https://www.aclu.org/report/profiting-misery 
 
Any advice would be much appreciated! 
 
Thank you, 
Carrie 
 
 
 
 
--  
Carrie Matthews 
Member, Board of Directors 
University Beyond Bars 
www.universitybeyondbars.org 
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Board of Regents

From: Carrie Matthews <crmatthews2015@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2020 11:47 AM
To: Board of Regents
Cc: Jim Baker
Subject: Re: UW Regents Question

Dear Tyler, 
 
Excellent--thanks so much for the confirmation, and for including the additional materials. 
 
For the broad base, I was hoping we had established that with all the co-signers, which include UW student 
groups as well as unions with thousands of UW workers. But if you have any suggestions on clarifying or better 
presenting that, they would be welcomed. 
 
Many thanks, 
Carrie 
 
On Tue, Jan 14, 2020 at 11:25 AM Board of Regents <regents@uw.edu> wrote: 

Dear Carrie, 

  

The Board Office has received your submission. I will include the additional link with the materials. 

  

Do you wish to submit any evidence of a “broad and continuing base of support within the University community” for 
the proposed action? 

  

Yours, 

  

Tyler Lange 

  

Secretary of the Board of Regents 

University of Washington 

139 Gerberding Hall, Box 351264 

Seattle, WA 98195-1264 
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206-543-1633 | mailto:langet2@uw.edu | http://www.washington.edu/regents/ 

  

From: Carrie Matthews <crmatthews2015@gmail.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2020 10:41 AM 
To: Board of Regents <regents@uw.edu> 
Cc: Jim Baker <jim.baker@pestakeholder.org> 
Subject: UW Regents Question 

  

Hi Tyler, and Jim-- 

  

Tyler, I'm getting in touch because Jim mentioned that you might be kind enough to respond to this query. I'm 
a UW Seattle faculty member (English) and UW Faculty Forward member, and I just submitted a divestment 
request form to the UW Advisory Committee on Socially Responsible Investing. The request was based on 
collaborative work led by Jim and others. 

  

I didn't receive any sort of confirmation or email after submitting the form, so I'm writing in part to ask if 
there's a way to make sure the form went through. But I'm also emailing because another supporting document 
just came out (thanks, Jim!), and I wonder if there is any way to update the form to include it? Here's the link: 
https://www.aclu.org/report/profiting-misery 

  

Any advice would be much appreciated! 

  

Thank you, 

Carrie 

  

  

  

 
--  

Carrie Matthews 

Member, Board of Directors 
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University Beyond Bars 

www.universitybeyondbars.org 

 
 
--  
Carrie Matthews 
Member, Board of Directors 
University Beyond Bars 
www.universitybeyondbars.org 
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Criteria to Guide the Governance Committee in Evaluating Whether to Convene an 

Advisory Committee on Socially Responsible Investing in Response to a Proposal 

(after and quoting from Board of Regents Governance, Standing Orders, Chapter 4) 

The Governance Committee evaluates whether a proposal merits convening an ACSRI. This 

preliminary review will not prejudice the subsequent, independent recommendations of the 

ACSRI. 

Principles: 

 “The fiduciary duty of the Board ensures a strong presumption against divestment.” 

 “Divestment is considered only after all options to address the ethical concern have been 

reviewed and found unsatisfactory.” 

 The Board is arbiter of its own process: “The Board reserves the right to interpret these 

provisions as broadly or narrowly as it sees fit, consistent with the policies of the 

University and applicable external laws and regulations.” 

If the Committee answers any of the following sequential questions in the negative, then the 

Board’s guidelines recommend against convening an ACSRI. 

1. Does the recommended divestiture concern “direct holdings in publicly held 

companies”? 

IF YES, 

2. Is the action of the company or list of companies in question “morally reprehensible” 

and either a “harm so grave that it would be inconsistent with the goals and principles of 

the University” or have “meaningful impact toward correcting the specified social harm 

and will not result in disproportionate, offsetting societal consequences”? 

IF YES, 

3. Is “divestment… more viable and appropriate than ongoing shareholder engagement”? 

IF YES, 

4. Is “the requested action is not likely to impair the University's capacity to carry out its 

educational mission”? 

IF YES, 

5. Is there a “broad and continuing base of support within the University community 

including students, faculty, alumni, and staff who believe that action is warranted”? 

IF YES, 

6. Does the requested action concern “specific company or list of companies based on 

measurable industry criteria”? 

IF YES, the Governance Committee moves to convene the ACSRI. 
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